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Abstract— Data Mining (DM) is knowledge-intensive process that can be significantly enhanced by integrating the domain knowledge. Recent research claimed that ontology can play various roles in the DM process. Additionally, ontology can facilitate different steps in the Bayesian Network (BN) construction task. To this end, this paper investigates the advantages of consolidating the Gene Ontology (GO) and the Hierarchical Bayesian Network (HBN) classifier in a flexible framework which preserves the advantages of both ontology and Bayesian theory. The proposed Semantically Aware Hierarchical Bayesian Network (SAHBN) classification model introduces a flexible framework that systematically consolidates domain knowledge in the form of ontology and the DM process. Furthermore, it establishes a solid foundation to explore the possibility of integrating more comprehensive ontological knowledge in the DM process. SAHBN is tested using three datasets in the biomedical domain to predict the effect of the DNA repair gene on the human ageing process. DNA repair genes are classified as either ageing-related or non-ageing related based on their GO biological process terms. Overall, SAHBN classifier shows a very competitive performance compared with the existing Bayesian-based classification algorithms. SAHBN has outperformed existing algorithms in more than 50% of the implemented experiments. Six performance criteria were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed SAHBN model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The term Data Mining (DM) has been used to refer to methods that aim to extract useful information and knowledge from data. Fayyad et al, have defined these methods as the non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in databases [1], [2].

Although the ultimate goal of DM algorithms is to identify useful, understandable, and previously unknown knowledge from data, the majority of the existing mining algorithms are confined to the generation of frequent patterns and do not illustrate how to act upon them[3]–[5]. Some evidences suggest that the drawbacks in the existing mining algorithms are partially caused as a result of viewing the mining process as data-driven trial and error practices and ignoring the domain knowledge[4], [6]. Hence, the data mining philosophy has faced a paradigm shift from being a data-centered process to a knowledge-centered process that aims to cater to domain knowledge and its integration in the mining process [5], [7].

Domain knowledge can be represented using various techniques. However, recent research indicated that ontology playing significant role in the process of knowledge acquisition and representation [8], [9]. In fact, the formal structure of ontology makes it a strong candidate for knowledge integration in the DM algorithms. Ontology could be intertwined with the DM algorithms to bridge the semantic gap, to provide prior knowledge and constraints, to formally represent the mining results [10], [11].

Hence, the process of developing a framework which systematically consolidates ontology and the mining algorithms in an intelligent mining environment is investigated in this paper. The aim of this paper to explore the potential advantage obtained from coupling the domain knowledge in form of Gene Ontology (GO) and the hierarchical Bayesian Network classifier and then utilizing the developed model to predict the DNA repair gene effect in the human ageing process.

The contribution of this paper can be summarized in the following points:

- Propose an automatic, systematic and flexible framework to integrate ontology and the HBN,
- Exploit the implicit semantic knowledge of ontology to enrich the data classification process.
- Merge the deterministic nature of ontology and the uncertainty aspect in form of BN in such a way that preserves the advantages of both.
- Lay out a solid foundation to explore the advantages of integrating more ontological knowledge in the data classification process.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the underpinning techniques. Section 3 illustrates the
proposed model in details. Section 4 presents the experimental results and evaluation. Finally, section 5 presents the discussion and conclusion.

II. BACKGROUND TECHNIQUES

A. Semantic Data Mining

Many researchers hold the view that the integration of domain knowledge in the DM process enriches the mining task and improves the quality of the generated patterns/mining model [12], [13]. Although domain knowledge can be expressed in various formats, recent research in the data mining field suggested that ontology is the natural way to encode the domain knowledge for DM use [11]. The process of integrating domain knowledge in the DM task is known as Semantic Data Mining. At this stage, it is necessary to clarify exactly what is meant by Semantic Data Mining. It refers to data mining tasks which systematically incorporated domain knowledge, especially formal semantic, into the mining process. the branch of the semantic data mining which use ontology to represent the domain knowledge is referred to as ontology-based semantic data mining which is the core of this paper [10], [14], [15]. Fig. 1 depicts the schema of ontology-based semantic data mining as proposed by Novak et al. [15].

![Semantic Data Mining Schema](image)

According to D. Dou et al [11], the roles ontology can plays in the data mining task can be summarized in the following points:

1. Overcome the existing semantic gap between data, applications, data mining algorithms and data mining results.
2. Empower the mining algorithm with prior knowledge, which helps to guide the mining process or reduce the search space.
3. Formally represent the mining flow.

Recent researches have suggested that the challenge of developing fully automatic and systematic approach to integrate ontology and data mining process has not been realized. Furthermore, it has been reported that semantic data mining still in its early stages and has a promising future [11], [14]. Hence, this paper studied the advantages of integrating the hierarchical Bayesian network and the Gene Ontology (GO) then proposes Semantically Aware Hierarchical Bayesian Network (SAHBN) classifier.

B. Gene Ontology (GO)

Gene Ontology (GO) is a collaborative effort to construct controlled vocabularies that describes in consistent manner the roles the gene can play in the life of various organisms. Its main objectives are [16]–[18]:

1. Assemble a set of structured vocabularies to describe the domain of molecular biology.
2. Use the assembled vocabularies to annotate the gene and gene products.
3. Make the gene annotation dataset available to other researchers.

As indicated previously, the GO structure consists of three hierarchies which cover the following biological aspects:

1. Molecular Functions (MF): MF terms are used to describe the abilities that gene products have or the jobs they may implement. This include activities such as transporting things around, binding to things, holding things together and changing one thing into another [16], [19], [20].
2. Biological Process (BP): BP terms are used to define a biological goal or objective implemented by an ordered series of molecular functions. The beginning and the end of the MF activities which contribute to the BP are precisely defined [16], [19], [20].
3. Cellular Component (CC): the locations where the activities of the gene products take place are defined by cellular component terms. The locations may include a structural component of a cell such as the nucleus or it may refer to a location as part of a molecular complex such as ribosome [16], [19], [20].

As indicated previously, the GO structure consists of three hierarchies which organize the GO terms as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) where each GO term represented as a node and the relationships between nodes defined as arcs. Parent-Child relation is the backbone of the GO structure which indicates that the parent nodes are more general than the child nodes [16], [20], [21].

Another significant aspect of the GO structure consistency constraints is the True-Path-Rule (TPR). The “is-a” (parent-child) GO relation obligated to follow the TPR which states that if an instance of GO node is proved to be true, so its ancestors all the way to the root must be true. Otherwise, if an instance founded to be false, all its descendants to the leaf nodes must be false [16], [21], [22].
Additionally, gene ontology provides a comprehensive resource for annotating gene products [23]. According to previous studies [19], the gene ontology consortium (GOC) published 126 million annotations which cover more than 347,000 species. These annotations are created either automatically by computerized or manual means by experts who studied the relevant literature or examined biological data. Hence, this research not only used the GO to annotate the mined data but also exploited the semantic information integrated in the GO to guide the construction process of the mining model.

C. Hierarchical Bayesian Network (HBN)

Hierarchical Bayesian Network (HBN) is defined as an extension or generalization of the standard Bayesian network (BN). In particular, the structure of the HBN provides more knowledge about the organization of the variables involved in the network and builds a more realistic probabilistic model [24]–[26].

In contrast to standard BN, which cannot represent non-propositional domains, HBN variables represent an aggregation of simple variables. Hence, HBN is an effective model that decomposes the investigated problem into smaller sub-tasks and provides more control over the data flow and better modeling techniques [24], [26].

Standard BN consists of a set of nodes and arcs that form the structure of the BN. Likewise, HBN structure compose of a set of nodes and arcs that represent the variables and relations, respectively. Additionally, the strength of the arcs between nodes is quantified by a set of conditional probability tables (CPTs). However, unlike standard BNs, the HBN arcs not only represent the probabilistic dependency between nodes but also the “part-of” relationship, which can be either represented as nested nodes or tree-like hierarchical structures [25], [27]. Fig. 2 depicts both interpretation of the “part-of” relationship.

![Fig. 2 Hierarchical Bayesian Network Structure. a) A nested representation of the HBN structure. b) A tree like representation of the HBN structure [25]](image)

Additionally, another significant aspect of HBN is the basic dependency rule that underpins the HBN structure. The HBN dependency rule states that a node is conditionally independent of its non-descendant nodes, given the value of its direct parent in the graph [24], [25].

The techniques underpin the proposed model have been explained, the next section discusses the proposed model in details.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

The GO structure represents and reflects high quality knowledge of the biomedical domain [23]. Likewise, the structure of the HBN implicitly provides more knowledge about the targeted domain [24]. As a results, the integration of these two concepts, GO and HBN, produce a classification model which seamlessly reflects the domain knowledge.

The proposed SAHBN classification model shares some initial steps with the standard classification algorithms such as data pre-processing and feature selections. However, the essential steps related to BN structure construction and variables probability estimation are designed in such a way that exploits the semantic nature of the GO. Fig. 3 compares the process sequence of the standard classification algorithms and the proposed SAHBN model.

Fig. 3 shows that the selected prediction attributes have been further processed based on the semantic knowledge extracted from the GO. This can be seen in the steps surrounded by the sold line in the same figure. The new steps introduced by the SAHBN model are summarized in the following subsections.

![Fig. 3 SAHBN Model Vs BN Algorithms Process Sequence](image)
A. Sub-Super class checking

The first step which follows the attributes selection task is to check whether there is a semantic relation between the selected attributes. This is done by matching the selected attributes to the GO concepts. The data sets covered in this paper used the GO biological process (GOBP) terms as prediction attributes. Hence, one-to-one matching between the selected attributes and the GO concepts was implemented. Consequently, the GO structure was exploited to extract the semantic relation between these attributes.

The relation that was targeted in this research is the parent-child (“is-a”) class relations. GO used the “is-a” relation to represent the subtype relation between concepts. For example, “Replicative Cell Aging” is a subtype of and less general that the “Cell Aging” process. Likewise, the intermediate nodes in the HBN structure represent an aggregation of simpler nodes. Hence, the “is-a” relation was selected to identify the structure of the HBN.

The “is-a” relation not only facilitates the construction of the HBN structure, but also achieves the following objectives:

1. Maintain data consistency: the GO “is-a” relation follows the True Path Rule (TPR) which states that if an instance of GO node is proved to be true, so it’s ancestors all the way to the root must be true. Otherwise, if an instance found to be false, so all its descendants to the leaf nodes must be false [16], [21], [22]. Thus, any two GO terms connected via the “is-a” relation and used as prediction attributes must follow the TPR. Otherwise, an inconsistent data set can be used to train the classification model, which may lead to inaccurate results.

Table 1 shows some records from the DNA repair gene-PPI data set (discussed in the 4th section), which highlights the inconsistency in the training data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROW No.</th>
<th>GO:0007568</th>
<th>GO:0001302</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the GO structure, the GO:0001302 attribute is a child class of the GO:0007568. While the former refers to the replicative cell ageing, the later refers to the ageing biological process, and there is an indirect “is-a” relationship between them. Hence, it can be seen that records 2, 4, 6, 7 and 9 (bold and italic in table 1) are inconsistent because the value of the parent class is false; while the value of its child class is true and this violates the TPR.

Thus, this research proposed the use of the Chi-squared to break the conflict between the contradicted prediction terms and eliminate data inconsistency. This is done in four steps, as follows:

a. Identify the contradictory GO prediction terms, which connected via the “is-a” relationship.
b. Calculate the Chi-squared value between each term and the label class.
c. Delete the GO term, which has the lowest dependency with the label class.
d. Repeat steps 1 throw 3 until all contradictions are removed.

2. Reduce prediction attributes list dimension: removing the contradicted attributes using GO “is-a” relation not only eliminates the inconsistency in the training data set but also reduces the dimension of the prediction attribute list. High dimensional data poses a serious challenge for data mining techniques, especially in medical domain.

B. Ontology-based HBN structure construction

The second step, which follows the parent-child class checking, is the HBN structure construction. The structure construction task is implemented based on the reduce attributes list and the structure of the GO. The steps involved in this process are summarized in the following points:

a. Match each attribute in the reduced list generated after the parent-child class checking step to node in the GO.
b. Extract the path for each matched node (i.e. attribute node) using the “is-a” relation and the GO structure. The path is extracted from the matched node all the way to root node. We began by extracting the parent class of the attribute node, and then the extracted parent class was considered as an attribute node and
its parent class extracted. This process was repeated until the root node was reached.

c. Combine the extracted paths to form a tree-like hierarchical structure.

Fig. 4 depicts a sample of ontology-based HBN structure for attributes list consists of five GO terms \{GO1, GO2, GO3, GO4, and GO5\}. The predication attributes form the terminal nodes in the HBN structure and their parent classes shape the rest of the structure.

![Fig. 4 Ontology-based HBN structure](image)

C. Structure pruning

The structure pruning step exploits the transitive nature of the “is-a” relationship in the GO. The “is-a” relation is transitive which meant that if “A is-a B”, and “B is-a C”, we can infer that “A is-a C”. Hence, is save to aggregate terms connected by the “is-a” relationship [28]. Fig. 5 illustrates the structure pruning process.

![Fig. 5 HBN structure pruning process](image)

D. Generate intermediate nodes

Fig. 5 (b) shows that three intermediate nodes have been added to the structure of the HBN, namely, GO7, GO9, and GO12. Unlike the observed prediction attributes (i.e. terminal nodes), the value of the added intermediate nodes are unknown. However, as previously explained, the GO “is-a” relation is subject to the TPR. Consequently, the TPR principle was exploited to define the values of the intermediate nodes. This is done by implementing the following rule: “the value of any intermediate node is equal to true if and only if the value of any of its child classes is equal to true. Otherwise, its value is equal to false”. Consequently, semantically consistent and complete training data set was generated.

E. Parameters learning

Having filled the intermediate nodes with values, the next step is to learn the SAHBN variables probability. There are two main approaches for estimating the probability values in the BN model for complete dataset, namely, Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) and Bayesian Estimation [29]–[32].

Despite its various advantages, the MLE method has the following limitation [30].
a. The size of the observed data set has no effect on the estimation process.
b. MLE does not consider the prior knowledge. Therefore, it entirely relies on the observed data set.

Hence, this research has used a Bayesian-based approach, namely, Maximum a Posterior Estimation (MAP) method to estimate the probability values of the SAHBN variables.

Thus far, this paper has argued that the dependency rule, which forms the base of the HBN structure, states that each node is conditionally independent of its non-descendant node given the value of its direct parent in the graph. Additionally, each node in the HBN structure represents an aggregation of simpler nodes. Likewise, the GO structure organizes its terms in hierarchical structure using the “is-a” relation, in which each GO parent term is more general that the child term. Hence, the assumption made in this research claimed the following observations:

“Each prediction attribute is represented as terminal node, which is independent of other prediction attributes given the value of its parent. Furthermore, each intermediate node is independent of its non-descendant nodes given its parent. Finally, the label class is placed as the root node”. These assumptions meet the principles of the HBN and the GO structure.

Having discussed how to construct the SAHBN model and the associated techniques, the next Section discusses the experimental results in detail.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

This section discusses the experimental implementation and the obtained results. A brief introduction to the human ageing process was given in the first subsection. Then, the second subsection discusses in details the process of DNA repair genes dataset creation. Finally, in the third subsection obtained results are thoroughly analyzed.

A. Human Ageing Process

Human aging is defined as the gradual failure of the physiological functions in various cells, tissues, and organs in the human body, which ultimately leads to the fragility of body functionalities with the time growth and increases the probability of death [33]–[35].

Recent researches have suggested that the advancements in the healthcare sector in developed countries have led to substantial increase in human lifespan. In fact, some findings indicated that almost 20% of the world’s population will be aged 60 or older by 2050. Accordingly, the increase of the centenarians’ percentage in different countries has led to many challenges, such as boost in age-related disease, increase in healthcare cost, and shortage of caregivers. Hence, the task of understanding human ageing process was the focus of many researchers to develop new techniques for preventing or delaying the diseases associated with the aging process or even treat them in more successful and rational ways [33]–[36].

Human ageing is an extremely complex, mysterious, controversial, and puzzling process that requires more investigation. Furthermore, studying the ageing process has led to challenges, such as ethical factors associated with doing experiments on human data, time for implementing the experiments on human data, and the comprehensive elements that must be considered when analyzing the ageing process. Thus, researchers have alternatively used the gene/protein databases of short living organism models to implement their experiments. Consequently, data mining techniques have been recently applied to analyze the large amount of open access gene/protein databases to gain some insights into the human ageing process [37]–[40].

Human genome preserves its integrity by protecting the cellular DNA from both internal and external attacks. Thus, the cellular DNA is steadily monitored by the repair enzymes to correct damages resulting from these attacks. Accordingly, DNA damage is an essential element in the human ageing process, and the modification of DAN repair process will result in advance understanding of the cellular ageing phenomena [39], [41]. Hence, the proposed SAHBN classification model applied to the DNA repair genes database to classify their effect as either an ageing-related or non-ageing related gene. The following subsection illustrates in details the data set creation process.

B. DNA repair gene data set creation

The datasets used in this research have been created in two different approaches. In the first approach, the protein-protein interactions (PPI) database is used to represent each DNA repair gene in the form of proteins. Then, the proteins are compiled in form of Gene Ontology Biological Process (GO BP) terms. While, the second approach directly converts each DNA repair gene into its GO BP terms using the Gene2GO database. Fig. 6 clarifies the data set creation process.
The first and second step of the DNA repair gene-Gene2GO approach is similar to the corresponding steps in the DNA repair gene-PPI approach. Hence, this approach is explained starting from the third step.

6) Represent each DNA repair gene in the form of GO BP terms using the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Gene2Go [46]

7) BP terms with low frequency and possess no or very low prediction power were removed. A previous research [39] has used a predefined frequency threshold to remove low frequency terms. In a slightly different manner, this research used the Chi-squared technique to measure the dependency between each attribute and the label class. Then, attributes that appeared to be independent from the label class were removed. Two critical values were used in the Chi-squared test, precisely, 2.706 and 3.841.

8) Finally, each DNA repair gene was represented by its GO BP terms. The value of the GO term is equal to 1 if it is associated with the given gene. Otherwise, it assigned to 0.

C. Experimental Results

This subsection gives a detailed description of the experimental implementation and the obtained results. It discusses the implementation of the proposed SAHBN model, comparison with existing classification algorithms, and analysis the results obtained. Accordingly, Weka [47] and Netica-J API [48] software tools are used to accomplish these tasks.

For each data set, 11 attributes selection methods are used and 6 performance criteria are measured. The calculate performance criteria are: precision, recall, F1 measure, accuracy, average accuracy and harmonic accuracy. Additionally, the performance of SAHBN model was compared with existing Bayesian-based classification algorithm, such as: ICC, K2, TAN, Hill-Climbing and Tabu. In total, 297 experiments are implemented.

The following subsections summarize the results for each data set.

- DNA repair gene-PPI data set results summary:

DNA repair gene-PPI data set is used to compare the performance of the proposed SAHBN classification model against the performance of three Bayesian-based classification algorithms, namely, ICSS, K2, and TAN. In this experiment 11 attributes selection methods are used and 6 performance
criteria are measured. Table 2 summarize the results in terms of the number when SAHBN model outperformed, equal to, or less than the performance of existing algorithms with respect to all 6 performance criteria.

Table 2 DNA repair gene-PPI dataset results summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAHBN Vs Existing Algo.</th>
<th>Outperform</th>
<th>Equal to</th>
<th>Less Than</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 Measure</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Accuracy</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic Accuracy</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 indicates that the total number of tests when SAHBN model outperformed existing algorithms is almost triple time the number of tests when SAHBN model is exceeded by existing algorithms. Additionally, SAHBN harmonic accuracy surpassed existing algorithms in 27 out of 33 experiments. Furthermore, SAHBN exceeded existing algorithms with respect to average accuracy and recall. All in all, SAHBN model outperformed existing algorithms in all performance criteria, except precision. The obtained results are further visualized in figure below.

- DNA repair gene-Gene2GO (CV=2.706 and CV=3.841) data sets results summary:

The DNA repair gene-Gene2GO (CV=2.706 and CV=3.841) data sets are utilized to compare the performance of the proposed SAHBN model with Hill-climbing and Tabu Bayesian-based classification algorithms. SAHBN are tested using 6 scoring measures and 11 attributes selection approaches. Consequently, 132 experiments are implemented for each data set, and the obtained results are summarized in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.

Table 3 DNA repair gene-Gene2go (CV=2.706) results summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAHBN Vs Existing Algo.</th>
<th>Outperform</th>
<th>Equal to</th>
<th>Less Than</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 Measure</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Accuracy</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic Accuracy</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 clearly shows that SAHBN model has outperformed existing algorithms in all performance criteria. For instance, SAHBN exceeded existing algorithms in 74 of out 132 experiments with respect to recall and harmonic accuracy. Additionally, the numbers of experiments when SAHBN exceeded existing algorithms in terms of F1 measures and average accuracy were 72 and 70, respectively. Overall, SAHBN surpassed the existing algorithms in more that 50% of the total number of implemented tests for all performance criteria. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7 DNA repair gene-PPI dataset results summary

Fig. 8 DNA repair gene-Gene2GO (CV=2.706) results summary

While Table 3 presents the obtained results for DNA repair gene-Gene 2GO data set with CV = 2.706, Table 4 summarizes the results for the same data set for Chi-squared critical value = 3.841.

Table 4 DNA repair gene-Gene2GO (CV=3.841) RESULTS summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAHBN Vs. Existing Algo.</th>
<th>Outperform</th>
<th>Equal to</th>
<th>Less Than</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 Measure</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Accuracy</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic Accuracy</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The DNA repair gene-Gene2GO (CV=3.841) data set results summary presented in Table 4 confirmed the findings of the previous data set. SAHBN outperformed the existing algorithms in all performance criteria. For example, the number of experiments when SAHBN model outperformed existing algorithms in term of F1 measure was 81 experiments out of 132 experiments. Additionally, SAHBN exceeded the existing algorithms with respect to accuracy, harmonic, and average accuracies in 71, 73, and 78 experiments, respectively. Overall, SAHBN has outperformed existing algorithms in 440 out of 792 tests.

Compared to the results presented in table X, the total number of tests when SAHBN model outperformed the existing algorithms is slightly increased. Hence, it can be concluded using higher critical value in the Chi-square test has led to better results. Fig. 9 depicts the result summary of the DNA repair gene-Gene2GO dataset with a critical value equal to 3.841.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper investigated the potential advantages of integrating the domain knowledge in the form of ontology and HBN classifier. Accordingly, the proposed Semantically Aware Hierarchical Bayesian Network (SAHBN) classification model was tested using three data sets in the biomedical domain. Consequently, the findings extracted from analyzing the obtained results indicated that SAHBN model demonstrated a very competitive performance in comparison with existing Bayesian-based classification algorithms. SAHBN model outperformed the existing algorithms in more than 50% (149+ experiments out of 297 experiments) of the experiments with respect to five performance criteria and slightly less than 50% with respect to precision. Table 5 and Fig. 10 below summarize the overall results for all three data sets in terms of the number when SAHBN has either outperformed, equal to or less than existing algorithms for all performance criteria.

The proposed SAHBN model exploited the ontological knowledge to construct a consistent training dataset and eliminate contradictions between prediction attributes. Additionally, SAHBN structure implicitly reflected the background knowledge of the targeted domain. Hence, it was a self-explanatory structure that can readily be maintained.

SAHBN model not only highlighted the advantages of integrating ontology with the HBN classifier but also laid out the foundations to consider a more semantic relation between prediction attributes, such as equivalent, disjoint, union, and intersection. Future works will investigate the advantages of integrating more ontological knowledge with the SAHBN classification model.

In summary, the SAHBN model consolidated the gene ontology and the HBN classification algorithms in a flexible framework that preserves the advantages of ontology and Bayesian theory. Initial results revealed very promising findings that establish a solid foundation for future research.
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